Quantitative structure--activity relationship analysis and molecular dynamics simulation to functionally validate nonsynonymous polymorphisms of human ABC transporter ABCB1 (P-glycoprotein/MDR1).
Several preclinical and clinical studies suggest the importance of naturally occurring polymorphisms of drug transporters in the individual difference of drug response. To functionally validate the nonsynonymous polymorphisms of ABCB1 (P-glycoprotein/MDR1) in vitro, we generated SNP variant forms (i.e., S400N, R492C, R669C, I849M, A893P, A893S, A893T, M986V, A999T, P1051A, and G1063A) and expressed them in Sf9 cells. The kinetic properties (Km and Vmax) of those variants were analyzed by measuring the ATPase activity to obtain the ATPase profile for each variant toward structurally unrelated substrates. On the basis of the experimental data, we determined the substrate specificity of ABCB1 WT and its variants by the quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) analysis method. While several SNP variants appeared to influence the substrate specificity of ABCB1, the nonsynonymous polymorphisms of 2677G > T, A, or C at amino acid position 893 (Ala > Ser, Thr, or Pro) have great impacts on both the activity and the substrate specificity of ABCB1. The A893P variant (2677G > C), a rare mutation, exhibited markedly high activity of ATPase toward different test compounds. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation based on a three-dimensional structural model of human ABCB1 revealed that multiple kinks are formed in the intracellular loop between transmembrane domains 10 and 11 of the A893P variant (2677G > C) protein. The polymorphisms of 2677G, 2677T, and 2677A exhibit wide ethnic differences in the allele frequency, and these nonsynonymous polymorphisms are suggested to be clinically important because of their altered ATPase activity and substrate specificity toward different drugs.